
Laager 21

O U T S P A N  C H R O N I C L E S 

ONRUS OUTSPAN – 21  ST   – 24  TH   MARCH 2019  

The outspan held at Onrus Caravan Park was worth every minute, especially when you have planned to unwind with 
good friends for an extended, long or just an ordinary weekend. Well that was decided by some who arrived on the 
Wednesday evening, (Thursday 21st being human rights day), others on Thursday and Friday with the Hendricks family
opting for the extended option, till Monday.

Although we were literally squeezed into the eastern side of the camp under the milk wood trees, most campers finally 
found their spot where tents, caravans, trailers and motor home was rigged up for the weekend (22 families I’m told). 
Laager 21, am I reading into something or are we finally challenging our sister laagers to up their game plan? 

On a more serious note, something needs to be done about visiting this park in the future regarding preferred sites with
views and (cleaner) ablution accessibility. It appears that some outside force has captured the park management to an 
extent that no evidence of any sort of management was visible the entire weekend. The tag they make mention of on 
the boards as you enter or exit the park needs to be enforced upon. Maybe we need to appointment another 
commission of inquiry to advise us on future visits to this park, just my humble opinion. But it is pleasing note, as a 
laager it doesn’t matter where we camp, we camp happily.

As everyone setup camp and went about their respective camping activities, Thursday, Friday and Saturday was 
enjoyed by everyone as campers merrily went about doing their own thing, which included the traditional visit to 
Hermanus and it’s surrounding places (and shops/cuisine venues) of interest, visiting family as far (or near) as Napier, 
and just simply enjoying what the park has to offer. All of this was topped with the usual ‘gesêls vure' each night at 
various sites, accompanied but good conversations and pleasure able stories. Thanks to our resident entertainers who 
ensured that no dull moment was had despite the drop in temperature, referring to the change in season as we prepare
for colder nights in the near future.

The weather for the weekend was exactly what we had anticipated it to be; pleasurable with Saturday being the hottest 
soaring at 290C, bearing in mind we are reaching the end of March, with icy ocean temperatures though. However, this 
could not scare off our habitual bathers from venturing off into the ocean. For others, grandchildren were kept busy 
(others kept busy by their grandchildren) making the weekend another great family quality time opportunity, something 
which at times is neglected because of busy schedules. How can I forget to mention our friends who are preparing for 
the ultra and comrades marathons? All I can add is be safe and enjoy your training and preparation.

The excitement level peaked in the later part of Saturday afternoon as competitors, and may I mention all but one guy, 
braved the adventure by accepting to participate in the “Smokey Cook-off”. Yes, no vaping was going to be permitted! 
A certain member even went to purchase a smoker at the nearby outdoor/hardware store. So for the record, 99% of 
laager 21 members can smoke, even if the Lenten journey required no such or similar participation. By late afternoon, 
as the judges visited, or should I say ‘confused’ some participants trying to ascertain which dishes were being 
prepared, the park was infused with the variety of aromas coming from a variety of fire and gas heated mobile outdoor 
appliances.

Later that evening as we gathered for dinner under the huge milkwood tree, the judges battled to conclude the final 
stage of the adjudication process. After our Chairman blessed the evening with a prayer,the culinary skills were shared 
by all. The variety of prepared menus put us in good stead should we consider venturing into the cuisine fraternity. The 
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rest of the evening was enjoyed by all as the ambiance created, flowed through our veins together with other ‘fruits of
the vine’. 
However, Genevieve Hendricks needed special medical assistance which required a visit to the closest hospital 
followed by a few stitches. This had absolutely nothing to do with any fruit, but purely due to a lack of certain manly 
interventions regarding ropes, pegs and clearer makers in the dark. Fortunately, she is all well and benefitted from the 
extended weekend mentioned earlier. By midnight, most sites were in total darkness, and this has nothing to do with 
Eskom’s load shedding schedule, of which we had plenty to deal with for the past eight days.

Sunday morning arrived with some cloud cover, or was it mist, but we soon distinguished that it was very light rain as 
we scrambled for shelter at the start of indaba, 10h30 to be exact. Thanks to our Chairman who fine-tuned the duration
of this meeting to 35 minutes bearing in mind the packed agenda. Speaking about fine-tuning, I almost omitted to share
the outcome of the competition, but I just remembered that you would need to scroll through the indaba minutes to 
reveal the scores and placement of competitors.

To all, thanks for another memorable weekend as we look forward to our next outspan. 

Benjamin & Desiree

Apologies: Carelse, Gilbert, Simon, Sinden

Welcome

A very warm welcome to all our visitors – we trust you enjoyed your time with us and will visit with us again!

Birthdays
Congratulations  to  the  following  people  on  your
birthdays!  
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We were here! :

Arulandu, Cable, De Kock, Jurgens, Hendricks, 
Liederman, Lawrence, Manuel, Murray, Pietersen, 
Schwulst/Morris, Shaw, Smith, Vicars, Williams

Visitors:  Tammy, Alain, Peyton, Addison, 
Lee, Dominique, Mia & Skylar Jacobs, 
Wendy & Clint Fredericks, Vian , Kyle, 
Lauren, Donovan and Gillian Saffier, 
Norman & Laurian Sasman, the Goldman 
families

Trekkertjie: Daniel Lawrence
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Name Surnam
e

Ap
r

Joy Scholtz 3
Henrietta Gilbert 11
Dylan Cable 13
Robyn Jurgens 20
Geneviev
e Hendricks 25
Bronwyn Cable 26
Ingrid Jurgens 26

Ryan
Liederma
n 27

Belinda
Taberha
m 28

Desiree Pietersen 28
Melissa Simons 29

Wishing you an awesome day!
Thanks

Thank you to Benny & Desiree for hosting this outspan!

Special thank you from Wayne and Genevieve to Donovan for taking Gen to hospital after she had hurt herself. 
Thank you Donovan! 

Marty

Goes to Benny for caring about his friends and going to Grabouw to fetch the Fredericks who had broken down.

Upcoming Outspans

 Yzerfontein 26th – 28th April 2019
 Leentjiesklip 24th – 26th May 2019 *****AGM

General

 NAGM 2018 – w.r.t surplus monies, Lesley is busy opening account that requires 3 signatories.

 Margaret is undergoing radium treatment. Please keep both her and her family in your thoughts and prayers.

 Onion Award needs to be awarded at the next outspan, Wayne currently has it.

 Potjiekos trophy to be handed to Lesley, Benny currently has it.

 A charity is to be supported in lieu of Christmas gifts.  A proposal was made that every 3 months we bring a 
pack of items to camp, next pack due in June..
Items required per pack are: March Soap, facecloth, tissues,

June Toothpaste, tooth brush, mouthwash,
September Deodorant, body lotion, talc/baby powder
Dec Shampoo, conditioner, hand sanitiser
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 Wood kitty : R20 per family was collected for the wood kitty, R400’s worth of wood was purchased and
utilised at this outspan.

NAGM 2019:
 Happening the weekend of 20 – 22/09/2019
 Proposed resort is Yellow Sands Resort, East London.
 Road trip is still happening; speak to Bennie if interested in joining the trip.
 2 nights@ Addo after the NAGM
 Visitors to the NAGM, not staying at the resort, will be recognised as having attended the NAGM as long as 

they are present at the NAGM and partake in the events.

AWARDS

Our hosts, Benny & Desiree, wish to thank the judges, Lee, Dominique, Vian, Lauren & Kyle who had the 
“unfortunate” task of tasting all the entries in the SMOKING COMPETITION and choosing the winner and runners 
up.

In 3rd place was Team 2 (Lesley & Leighton), 2nd place was Team 1 (Leon & Charlene) and the Foodie King trophy 
was awarded to Team 13 (The Lawrence/Sasman & Saffier group) who won the competition by placing 1st overall!
Well done to all participants and especially to all the winners!

TIPS FOR CAMPERS

Clint Mark guide ropes properly to prevent tripping!

Wayne Peg down properly so your wife doesn’t hurt herself!

Fines
Fines Master: – was CARLA

FINES:

Leighton - for going around to campers to collect wood for his fire

Wayne - for not allowing the Pietersens to occupy the plot that the Arulandus now occupied

Leon - for breaking down trees to park his caravan

Lauren & Kyle - for allowing their son to get lost

Leighton - for confusing Paul McCarthy / Phil Collins with Cliff Richards Bachelor Boy

Sandra - for not providing chocolate cake at outspans anymore.  She waited for membership and that
was the end of chocolate for Laager 21

John - On Friday Benny introduced John to a music app.  He then wanted to try it and used Benny’s
Guitar, John as a musician, you never use another man’s guitar or musical instrument

Wayne - for not hoisting the flag on the original flag pole

Russell, Nicky, Gavin & Bronwyn - for appearing as a choir at the geselsvuur and not rendering an item

Kyle & Vian - they took about an hour if not more just figuring out the flysheet

Russell & Gavin- for re-organising the campsites’ braai facilities
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Cherie - for trying to persuade the hosts to delay dinner time

Hazel & Adrian - for locking their grandchildren in their caravan so they can enjoy the geselsvuur

Leighton, Leon, Donovan and Gillian - for leaving the geselsvuur to go play klawerjas

Lionel - for being an accomplice to Charlene’s “attempted murder plot”

Clint, Gillian, Donovan, Carla, Norman & Laurian - for making a noise after Lesley had a hard time putting 
Leighton to sleep

WOODEN SPOON – R10-00

Charlene - for attempting to “kill” her husband by putting the bottle top in his drink, hoping he would choke
on it

Remember folks the issue of fines is a fun event and all proceeds go to charity
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